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A pivotal issue for the fabrication of electronic devices on epitaxial graphene on SiC is controlling

the number of layers and reducing localized thickness inhomogeneities. Of equal importance is to

understand what governs the unintentional doping of the graphene from the substrate. The

influence of substrate surface topography on these two issues was studied by work function

measurements and local surface potential mapping. The carrier concentration and the uniformity of

epitaxial graphene samples grown under identical conditions and on substrates of nominally

identical orientation were both found to depend strongly on the terrace width of the SiC substrate

after growth. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4729556]

Owing to favorable lattice matching, the preparation of

graphene by thermal decomposition of SiC has emerged as a

technology-friendly route for the growth of wafer-size

epitaxial graphene (EG) layers for electronic device

applications.1–3 Growth on insulating SiC substrates means

that transfer to another insulator is not required. However,

the electronic properties of EG are limited by thickness inho-

mogeneities and discontinuities in the grown films.4 More-

over, electronic interaction between the graphene and the

SiC gives rise to an unintentional electron doping from the

substrate,5 causing a shift of the Fermi level (EF) of up to

�0.4 eV above the Dirac point.6 A way of limiting this self-

doping by irradiation of Ar ions was recently reported by Jee

et al.,7 whereby this shift could be reduced to 0.2 eV. Still,

achieving exact control over the self-doping remains an im-

portant hurdle to overcome for the fabrication of electronic

devices on EG/SiC. Reports of carrier concentration in gra-

phene on SiC vary depending on the growth conditions,8 but

values deduced from Hall measurements show that in our

material it is normally in the range of 1012 cm�2.9

For large-scale device production homogeneous gra-

phene thickness and accurate control over doping are impor-

tant, especially for single- and bilayer graphene (1LG and

2LG), which have useful properties for device fabrication.

Localized transport measurements based on scanning tunnel-

ing microscopy were recently employed to demonstrate the

strong impact of atomic-scale substrate features on graphene

performance.10 It was shown that scattering at surface steps

and changes in layer thickness strongly reduce the macro-

scopic conductivity. A study by Robinson et al.11 found that

the graphene uniformity and carrier concentration of gra-

phene grown on SiC substrates are correlated with the SiC

off-cut angles and the crystallographic orientation of the mis-

cut. The same study further revealed large scattering in both

the mobility and the carrier concentration for low miscut

angles. We have observed a significant spread in the carrier

concentration of EG on SiC (0001) for samples grown under

identical conditions on nominally on-axis SiC (0001) sub-

strates. The aim of this study is therefore to further elucidate

the influence of surface morphology on the electronic prop-

erties of epitaxial graphene, and in particular how it affects

the thickness uniformity and the unintentional doping from

the substrate. Due to the complex morphology of the SiC

substrate, determination of local thickness variations using

standard atomic force microscopy (AFM) morphology char-

acterization is often infeasible. However, AFM coupled with

electrostatic force measurements between the tip and the gra-

phene sample (surface potential mapping) can be used to

study nanoscale variations in the graphene homogeneity.12

In this study, scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM) is

used to probe the local electronic state of graphene grown on

SiC substrates with minute differences in the post-growth

morphologies. These findings are complemented by macro-

scale results obtained from measurements in an ambient

Kelvin probe.

The epitaxial graphene was prepared by sublimation of

SiC and subsequent graphene formation on Si-terminated,

semi-insulating (SI) 4H-SiC or n-type 6H-SiC (0001) on-

axis substrates at 2000 �C in argon and at a pressure of

1 bar.13,14 These conditions are conducive to fast surface

kinetics due to the high temperature while also favoring a

low rate of silicon loss from the surface,13,14 leading to larger

areas of homogeneous graphene than high vacuum and ultra-

high vacuum (UHV) growth.13,15 A total of nine samples

with slightly differing post-growth morphologies were inves-

tigated; their known parameters are listed in Table I.

The nanoscale morphological and electrical properties

were determined at room temperature in lab ambient with a

Veeco DI Dimension 3100 scanning probe microscope,

equipped with the Nanoscope IV electronics. Surface poten-

tial maps were obtained by SKPM, which uses an interleave

lift mode to record the surface potential. The measurements

were performed using conductive, platinum coated Si tips

(NT-MDT NSG01/Pt) with resonance frequencies between

98 and 154 kHz. To record the potential, the tip follows the
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stored surface topography at a constant lift height of

10–20 nm above the sample while an ac bias of 3000 mV is

applied to the tip at the resonance frequency of the tip canti-

lever (x). The tip DC bias is adjusted to nullify the tip oscil-

lation at x, which is caused by the contact potential

difference between the tip and the sample surface, VCPD.

The technique thus measures the work function difference,

AS¼ATip � eVCPD, where AS and ATip are work functions

of the sample surface and tip, respectively. VCPD is used to

generate the SKPM data. The resulting image is effectively a

map of the variations in the graphene work function, UG.

The stability of SKPM measurements relies on the sta-

bility of the work function of the probe tips, and is sensitive

to the measurement environment, such as humidity. Hence,

the average values of UG were instead determined in an Am-

bient Kelvin probe from KP Technology, which determines

UG over a much larger area (determined by the tip radius of

0.5 mm). The work function of the tip is calibrated against a

gold standard with a known work function and the values

calculated are more stable as the tip never comes in contact

with the sample, thereby avoiding contamination and tip de-

formation. Variations in, e.g., ambient humidity will influ-

ence the graphene work function significantly more than that

of the gold reference electrode. As such, we focus on only

the relative shift between different samples determined dur-

ing the same measurement run (i.e., in the same environmen-

tal conditions).

Fig. 1 shows typical maps of morphology (a) and SKPM

surface potential (b) for one of the investigated graphene/SiC

samples (sample 5), along with the potential distribution (c).

Terrace edges are visible on all samples and, depending on

the sample, major step bunches are spaced between �0.3 lm

and 1.85 lm. The average terrace heights vary between sam-

ples in multiples of �0.5 nm, corresponding roughly to two

SiC bilayers, ranging from 0.5 nm to 2.5 nm. Morphology-

related parameters such as terrace width, step height, and

surface roughness (RMS) for all samples are summarized in

Table I.

As is seen in Fig. 1(b), only two discrete potentials can

be observed (this is true for all investigated samples), where

the low potential corresponds to areas of 1LG and the higher

potential areas are 2LG. 1LG to 2LG transitions are usually

observed at step edges as can be seen for the sample in

Fig. 1. The absence of thicker layers, or, of only the interfa-

cial buffer layer in the samples was confirmed by either

micro-Raman spectroscopy (spectra not shown here) per-

formed with a 633 nm HeNe laser or low energy electron mi-

croscopy (LEEM). The accuracy of the layer thickness

estimation using SKPM is demonstrated in Fig. 1(d) in which

LEEM data are shown alongside SKPM potential maps

measured on the same sample (sample 8). While the images

do not show the exact same area, it is, however, clear that

they show the same shape and distribution of 1LG and 2LG.

As such there is no doubt that SKPM correctly identifies the

layer thickness.

The measured surface potential difference between areas

of 1LG and 2LG is ascribed to different work functions for

1LG and 2LG. Yu et al.16 showed that the work function of

graphene increases gradually with increasing layer thickness,

until saturation occurs at five layers of graphene due to inter-

layer screening.17 Hibino et al.18 later showed that this can

be explained by a shift of the C 1s core level towards lower

binding energies as the number of layers increases. Conse-

quently, the two observed potentials correspond to 1LG and

2LG, with the low potential corresponding to 1LG. In this

study, the potential difference between 1LG and 2LG is

25–50 mV, depending on the overall doping of the sample.

This shift is smaller than that observed in UHV

(100–130 mV)16,18,19 but close to that observed under ambi-

ent conditions on exfoliated graphene (�66 mV),20 and in

agreement with the values observed under ambient condi-

tions for EG on SiC (0001) (�25 mV).21

TABLE I. Characteristics of the samples investigated in this study. The

work function values are the average, large area, values measured in an am-

bient Kelvin probe (tip diameter of 0.5 mm) and the value for 1LG has been

calculated considering the potential difference between different number of

graphene layers and the 1LG%.

Sample

RMS

(nm)

Terrace

width

(nm)

Step

height 1LG% Substrate

A1LG

(eV)

1 1.31 849 6 20 2.5 6 0.7 73.3 6H-SiC 4.792

2 0.24 947 6 81 0.5 6 0.3 87.2 4H-SiC 4.797

3 0.24 1229 6 123 0.5 6 0.1 100 4H-SiC 4.951

4 0.40 1400 6 440 0.5 6 0.2 55.7 4H-SiC 4.804

5 0.54 830 6 150 0.7 6 0.4 88 6H-SiC 4.790

6 0.73 330 6 50 1 6 0.5 37 6H-SiC 4.641

7 0.36 660 6 60 0.5 6 0.1 79 4H-SiC 4.733

8 0.76 1530 6 160 0.9 6 0.5 59 6H-SiC 4.819

9 0.57 1850 6 500 0.6 6 0.4 51 4H-SiC 4.764

FIG. 1. AFM morphology (a) and SKPM surface potential map (b) of a gra-

phene/SiC sample (sample 5); the SKPM potential distribution (averaged

from three scans of 5� 5, 10� 10, and 25� 25 lm2 areas), from which the

monolayer coverage was evaluated, is shown in the histogram in (c); (d):

LEEM image with a field of view of 50 lm, showing the distribution of 1LG

and 2LG on sample 8. The superimposed SKPM potential maps measured

on the same sample are in the same scale and show the same distribution of

1LG and 2LG, demonstrating that the SKPM technique correctly determines

the graphene layer thickness.
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Using histogram analysis, the 1LG surface coverage for

each sample was approximated by calculating the area under

a normal curve fitted to the 1LG peak in the potential distri-

bution (Fig. 1(c)). For this analysis, the average distribution

obtained from three scans of 5� 5, 10� 10, and 25� 25 lm2

areas on each sample was used. A single peak potential dis-

tribution can be attributed either to a homogeneous 1LG or

to interlayer charge screening due to multilayer graphene

(MLG). In such cases the potential distribution is wider for

the 1LG, where the width of the distribution of �20–30 mV

can be attributed to an inhomogeneously doped background

causing local changes to the carrier concentration in 1LG.20

For MLG, the influence of charges in the substrate is attenu-

ated due to the short interlayer screening length,17 which,

coupled with the bulk-like behavior of MLG, results in a nar-

row and homogeneous distribution of �10 mV. However, no

MLG was detected on the samples in this study. The 1LG%

for each sample is summarized in Table I.

From the data in Table I, we can identify two correla-

tions, both concerning the average terrace width. Fig. 2 com-

pares the 1LG coverage and the terrace width. The

homogeneity of the EG can be seen to strongly depend on

the terrace width of the as-grown EG/SiC. As the distance

between surface steps increases the area covered by mono-

layer graphene gradually increases until a terrace width of

about 1200 nm is reached. This result is consistent with the

growth of graphene beginning from the step edges;15 fewer

steps result in fewer nucleation points and a reduction in bi-

or multilayer growth. For terraces wider than 1200 nm the

uniformity begins to decrease again, likely due to island

growth in the absence of step edges. These results agree with

previous findings of Robinson et al.11 However, that study

looked into differences between graphene grown on SiC sub-

strates of different off-cut angles and in different crystallo-

graphic orientations, whereas we focus on the morphology of

the graphene-SiC surface after growth for substrates that

have nominally identical orientation. Moreover, the growth

conditions in the two studies are different, one study growing

at 1625 �C in 1 Torr and this study growing at 2000 �C in

atmospheric pressure, whereby the growth kinetics, the

graphene-substrate interactions and the SiC restructuring are

all different.

It may also be expected that the surface roughness

would influence the number of layers. However, while the

data in Table I suggest that a low RMS roughness does not

reduce the likelihood of monolayer growth, there is no clear

correlation as is observed in the case of the terrace width.

The data in Table I also enable evaluation of how the

charge transfer from the SiC correlates with the graphene

surface morphology. As the carrier concentration determines

the position of EF, which in turn determines UG, relative

shifts in the carrier concentration can be deduced. The UG

values reported in Table I (4.64–4.95 eV) are higher than the-

oretical values for ideal graphene, and higher also than val-

ues obtained from measurements performed in UHV. This

can be ascribed to p-type doping from the lab environment,

since both H2O and O2 act as electron acceptors,22,23 lower-

ing EF and thus, increasing UG. Large changes (�200 meV)

in the work function were observed from day to day due to

chemical doping from adsorbents varying in the lab ambient.

However, the work function differences between individual

samples remain the same, suggesting that the different UG

values measured on different samples are unrelated to

adsorbents on the graphene surface, and should instead be

explained by differing EF due to differing charge transfer

from the buffer layer or the SiC substrate.

Fig. 3 shows the relative changes in UG for 1LG as a

function of terrace width. All data were collected in one

measurement run in order to avoid influences of changes in

the lab ambient. UG for 1LG was calculated from the aver-

age, macro-scale work function considering the potential dif-

ference between different number of graphene layers and the

1LG% measured by SKPM. Similar to the 1LG coverage,

the work function gradually increases with increasing terrace

width until about 1200 nm and then decreases again. This

suggests the existence of an optimum terrace width near

1200 nm that will both minimize the unintentional doping

and maximize the 1LG uniformity. Interestingly, the data in

Table I suggest that the substrate polytype and doping

(n-type 6H-SiC or SI 4H-SiC) do not have any significant

FIG. 2. Mono layer coverage vs. terrace width, showing that the homogene-

ity of the EG coverage strongly depends on the EG/SiC terrace width. As

the terrace width increases towards 1200 nm the amount of 1LG gradually

increases. For larger terraces, the 1LG% drops off again. The numbers next

to the data points correspond to the sample number as indicated in Table I.

FIG. 3. Relative change in work function of 1LG, measured in an ambient

Kelvin probe, as a function of terrace width. All data were collected in one

measurement run in order to avoid influences of changes in the lab ambient.

The numbers next to the data points correspond to the sample number as

indicated in Table I. Similar to the 1LG coverage, the work function gradu-

ally increases with increasing terrace width until about 1200 nm and then

drops off again.
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influence on neither the uniformity nor the unintentional

doping of the graphene.

Using the approximation that within 1 eV of the Dirac

point the carrier density, N, relates to the linear density of

states D0¼ 0.09 (per eV2 unit cell), according to

DN(E)¼D0DEF
2/2,24 the observed spread in UG/EF between

the samples in this study corresponds to a maximum differ-

ence in carrier concentration of 8� 1012 cm�2, while the

standard deviation in UG/EF of 81.6 meV translates to a car-

rier density standard deviation of 6� 1011 cm�2. However,

this estimation does not consider that the density of states for

EG on SiC may not be the same as for pristine graphene

(where there is no strain and no interface states introduced

by the EG/SiC buffer layer). Nevertheless, this result could

explain the previously observed spread in the carrier concen-

tration of EG for samples grown under identical conditions

on nominally on-axis SiC, as measured by Hall and sheet re-

sistance techniques (not shown here).

As mentioned, the data in Table I suggest that the sub-

strate doping does not significantly affect the unintentional

doping of the as-grown graphene. This is in agreement with

a previous study25 that showed that the carrier density of EG

on SiC is not strongly influenced by the carrier concentration

in the SiC, and is instead thought more closely correlate with

surface charges at the interface which could, in turn, be

related to the substrate morphology.26 The differing UG val-

ues can thus likely be attributed to differing doping due to a

surface step dependent charge transfer from the SiC sub-

strate. Charges that are trapped between the 1LG and the SiC

substrate are believed to aggregate at step edges,26 which is

consistent with the observed trend (Fig. 3) of increasing UG

(decreasing number of electrons) with increasing step dis-

tance within the range 300–1200 nm. However, localized

charge aggregation does not adequately fit with our experi-

mental results. We do not observe significant local UG

changes at the step edges, instead it appears that UG for 1LG

is uniform over the whole sample despite differing signifi-

cantly between samples. It should be noted, however, that

minute and localized charge aggregations may still exist that

cannot be measured due to limitations in the resolution of

SKPM.

It has been demonstrated7 that contraction of the C-C

bond length lowers the work function in graphene. Concomi-

tantly, EG is compressively strained due to the difference in

the thermal expansion coefficients of graphene and SiC.27

Moreover, surface steps are associated with an increased uni-

form compressive strain in the graphene film.28 Conse-

quently, the dependence of the carrier concentration on the

step distance can likely be attributed to increased charge

transfer from the SiC due to a strain-induced work function

lowering in the graphene layer. Strain can be evaluated using

micro-Raman spectroscopy; with a blue-shifted 2D peak

indicating compressive strain.29 Quantitative estimation of

the strain is difficult. Indeed, different dependencies of the

2D peak position on uniaxial strain are reported in literature,

ranging from 21 cm�1/% (Ref. 30) to 66 cm�1/%.31 For our

samples, the 2D peak position for 1LG differed by as much

as 52 cm�1 (2692–2744 cm�1) between samples, indicating

significantly different strain levels. However, strain differen-

ces are not likely to account entirely for the measured DUG.

This study has allowed us to identify a target terrace

width (around�1200 nm) for as-grown epitaxial graphene

on SiC that gives the optimal 1LG% and that minimizes the

unintentional doping. Before step-bunching occurs, the sub-

strate step direction and terrace width are determined by the

magnitude and direction of the surface misorientation. Con-

sequently, a careful consideration of these parameters could

yield command over terrace width and therefore the size and

doping of the graphene domains. However, achieving control

over the SiC restructuring during the high temperature

growth is the prevalent obstacle on the path towards better

controlled uniformity and electron doping in epitaxial gra-

phene on SiC. Consequently, future works are required with

the aim of investigating how the surface of on-axis SiC sub-

strates of differing step morphology and different polytype

restructure during the sublimation growth, and how this

affects the graphene formation.

In summary, we investigated the effect of minute differ-

ences in the surface morphologies of epitaxial graphene

grown on nominally on-axis SiC substrates on the electronic

properties of the graphene. It was found that the monolayer

coverage depends strongly on the terrace width of the as-

grown EG/SiC, where a more homogeneous coverage is

favored by wider terraces in the range 300 to �1200 nm. For

wider terraces, the monolayer coverage begins to decrease. It

was furthermore observed that the terrace width is a domi-

nating factor in determining the unintentional doping of 1LG

on SiC. Increasing the terrace width from 300 nm to 1200 nm

resulted in an estimated reduction of n-type carriers by

8� 1012 cm�2. These results demonstrate that an important

move towards the commercial growth of EG on SiC is to

achieve more accurate control over the restructuring of the

SiC surface during high temperature graphene growth.
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